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Abstract

In this paper, we theoretically analyze the capital misallocation ef-
fect of financial repression as in less-developed economies with limited
contract enforcement and asymmetric information between lenders
and borrowers. Requiring the financial market to provide cheap loans
to (semi-) public firms results in capital misallocation; we show how-
ever that raising the interest rate does not screen the low-productive
firms and even exacerbates capital misallocation due to adverse selec-
tion of low-productive firms who borrow and strategically default. Re-
ducing the quantity of regulated credits, increasing aggregate pledge-
able wealth of firms, and institutional development in enforcing finan-
cial contracts improve the allocation of capital and lower the equilib-
rium ratio of non-performing loans.
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1 Introduction

Capital misallocation explains a considerable share of the output per worker
gap between less-developed and developed economies. Banerjee and Duflo
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(2005) estimate the ratio of output per worker in USA versus India to be
6.4:1 based on the aggregate endowments’ ratio in the two countries, while
it is 11:1 based on actual output data. Hsieh and Klenow (2009) also report
a wide range in productivities of active plants in India and China compared
to USA, which generates 30-50% aggregate TFP loss in China and 40-60%
aggregate TFP loss in India.

As Hall and Jones (1999) point out, social infrastructures defined as in-
stitutions and government policies are determining factors of TFP differ-
ences, where capital misallocation is one of such channels. Judicial and legal
systems affecting the enforeability of contracts and financial market infras-
tructures such as a credit rating system are two important institutions that
can largely affect the allocation of capital and aggregate TFP. On the other
hand, financial repression, as one of the government intervention policies that
may affect the allocation of capital, has been the topic of the literature and
policy-makers discussions for decades, especially the Less-Developed Coun-
tries (LDCs).

In this paper, we theoretically analyze the effects of financial repression on
capital misallocation in economies with poor contract enforcements, strategic
defaults and asymmetric information on the borrower’s productivity. Finan-
cial repression is defined as a regulation on banks to provide cheap loans to
(semi-) public firms (or holding a minimum amount of state’s bonds). We an-
alyze financing decision of firms and equilibrium effects of these intervening
policies on the aggregate productivity and capital allocation among hetero-
geneous firms. We then find the socially optimal and the market interest
rates and evaluate the aggregate outcome.

The key features of the model are the firms’ financing decision and strate-
gic default of borrowers due to the limited enforcement of financial contract,
the features that exist in all economies but is more prevalent in LDCs1. The
other important feature of the model is the asymmetric information between
financial intermediaries and borrowing firms regarding the productivity of
the firms. Basically, a bank cannot observe an entrepreneur’s productivity
and can lend her a fraction of her collateral. The entrepreneur knows her
productivity and can decide to borrow or not; if she borrowed, she decides
whether to pay the loans back or voluntarily default. 2

Our model is a synthesis of Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) and Gertler and
Kiyotaki (2010). As in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) and Mankiw (1986), there

1Kyotaki, et al (2011) estimate a value of 0.5 for a measure of contract enforcement in
USA, a country with strong judicial system and strong institutions.

2As mentioned before, the asymmetric information is a feature of all financial markets
but it is a more severe issue in LDCs with poor infrastructures like lacking an applicable
credit rating system.
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is asymmetric information in the firms’ productivities, but in our model there
is no uncertainty in productivity for each one. On the other hand, following
Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010) and Gertler and Karadi (2011), due to poor
contract enforcement, the borrowers (firms) can default on their loans, and
only a proportion of their wealth would be accessible for the lenders (banks)
called ”Contract Enforcement Measure (CEM)”. CEM is considerably less
than one in less-developed economies. This measure represents the power of
legal institutions in enforcing loan contracts and imposing high punishments
on defaulters; thus it is a proxy for financial system development.

We find that with poor contract enforcements and asymmetric informa-
tion, government regulation on the amount of lending increases the equilib-
rium Non-Performing-Loans (NPLs) resulted from voluntarily defaults. We
show that with a low level of regulated loans, the screening mechanism of
changing the price of regulated credits is active, such that increasing the
interest rates can divert the capital to only productive firms, without an
increase in NPLs.

In contrast, when banks should lend a high quantity of loans (scaled by
aggregate potential collaterals of firms) to the firms, then all the firms bor-
row and the low-productive ones default; only the most productive firms have
incentive to repay back the loans. In equilibrium, the screening mechanism
does not work; instead, the number of defaulting firms increases. There-
fore the government interventions/regulations on the interest rates does not
change capital misallocation of such economies since the economy is at its
worst allocation of capital. Improvements in the contract enforcement or
an increase in the pledgeable wealth, can decrease the number of defaulting
firms and the NPLs, but not the misallocation of capital.

Finally, and more interestingly, if the the quantity of imposed credit
and/or enforceability of contracts are not too low nor too high, then we
are in intermediate equilibria where only a fraction of low-productive firms
borrow and default. In these equilibria providing cheap loans may counter-
intuitively increase capital misallocation since screening marginal firms would
boost the equilibrium loan to collateral ratio and makes incentive for low pro-
ductive firms to borrow and default. We show that increasing the interest
rates increases the average productivity which is followed by a subsequent
decrease. Therefore there is an optimum interest rates a government can set
which crucially depends on quantity of credit scaled by aggregate pledgeable
wealth of all potential borrowers.

Moreover, we show that capital misallocation decreases, if enforcing the
loan contracts improves. Contract enforcement plays a critical role in making
the screening mechanism to be active, i.e. raising the minimum threshold of
falling into the inefficient equilibrium. Therefore, the financial system may
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be a good intermediary, whenever the ratio of loans to the pledgeable wealth
of firms is less than a specific threshold, in which legal institutions can insure
the repayments of the loans. This threshold depends on the average level of
contract enforcement in the economy.

Lastly, we analyze the outcome of financial market liberalization in the
sense that allowing banks to set their profit maximizing interest rates freely.
Credit rationing may be the result of such a frictional market, even in
our framework where there is no uncertainty in the productivity of firms.
Whereas increasing the interest rate may raise the profits of the bank from
higher loan returns of productive firms, there may be profit loss because of the
defaults of low-productive firms, replacing marginal firms with net produc-
tivity close to the interest rate, which no longer can take the loan. Moreover,
it is shown that market rates, as an equilibrium outcome of firms/banks in-
teractions, may be higher than the optimal rate that generates the efficient
allocation of capital; this is a result of banks’ incentive to charge higher
rates and earn some portion of the remained welath even in case of defaults
compared to charging low rates and earning low returns from the firms’ pay-
ments.

Therefore there may remain free room for a government’s mild repression
policy (price ceiling for loan market) to induce higher average productivity3.
However, it is shown that in developing and underdeveloped economies, the
maximum interest rates in which the screening mechanism still works could
not be high because of weak contract enforcement, and in all possible values
of interest rates, the maximum achievable average capital productivity is not
far above the minimum value; so government interventions/regulations may
not considerably change capital misallocation. The efficiency of allocation is
highly sensitive to enforceability of contracts determining equilibrium cost of
defaults.

Government repressing policies of reducing interest rate of loan markets,
besides decreasing aggregate savings (McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973)),
results in capital misallocation, hence it reduces average productivity of cap-
ital and economic growth (see Roubini and Sala-i Martin (1992))4. Fry
(1980), Bencivenga and Smith (1992), Demetriades and Luintel (1997), and
Williamson and Mahar (1998) discusses other costs of financial repression.
Chari et al. (2014) discusses the optimality of financial repression and he
shows that it is not optimal when there is Government commitment; how-
ever, it may be optimal when there is a lack of commitment..

3See Stiglitz (1993) for other empirical and theoretical justifications.
4To find other costs of financial repression see Fry (1980), Bencivenga and Smith (1992),

Demetriades and Luintel (1997), and Williamson and Mahar (1998).
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A similar work to ours is the general equilibrium analysis of financial
repression and contract enforcement in Antunes et al. (2008), showing a large
drop in output per worker if we change the U.S. judicial systems into a one
similar to that of a developing country like Latin Americans or high growth
Asian countries. What we do is the introduction of asymmetric information
in addition to the contract enforcement as two frictions which collectively
generate the mentioned capital misallocation. In our model, the average
productivity of capital can be decreased by adverse selection of firms in the
financial markets; weak contract enforcement and strategic default then may
not allow screenings of the firms via charging a high price of loan.

Asymmetric information seems to be a friction of financial markets in
developing and under-developed economies. Credit rating systems in devel-
oping countries, though they have had rapid growth, “are still in their infancy
and information sharing between lenders remains insignificant” (Luoto et al.
(2007)). Gormley (2014) shows how the asymmetric information in the fi-
nancial market affects the aggregate net output; heterogeneity is crucial here,
as well. As shown in many studies like Clementi and Hopenhayn (2006), the
financing constraints arisen from asymmetric information has large impacts
on a firm’s performance.

However, the quality of contract enforcement such as ones in a well-
developed economy’s judicial system, plays a critical role in our model. Less-
developed countries have weak judicial and enforcement systems (Hall and
Jones (1999)). The higher ratio of persistent nonperforming loans in less-
developed economies can be a sign the for low power of loan contract enforce-
ments in those nations. The average ratio of nonperforming loans is 10.7% for
low-income and 6.3% for high-income countries, between 2002-20135. Cooley
et al. (2004) show that limited contract enforceability can affect the aggregate
output and its volatility, making financial contracts constrained-efficient. On
the other hand, Nguyen and Qian (2012) also use the World Bank Enterprise
Survey and document how largely banks accept collateral in different coun-
tries. Finally, Diaz-Alejandro (1985) points out the importance of contract
enforcement for financial markets in discussing the roots of financial crisis af-
ter financial liberalization in several Latin American countries in the 1980s.

In what follows we introduce the model in section section 2. In section
section 3, we characterize the equilibrium and discuss the results about the
effects of financial repression on misallocation and how the screening mech-
anism works in each equilibrium. In section 4 we analyze the results and

5Based on World Bank data, the average is taken on existing data between 2000-2013.
low/high income countries are defined as countries that have GNI per capita less/more
than 4,100$ in year 2013.
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elaborate on the effects of the optimum interest rates on capital misalloca-
tion and we explain the behavior of the economy when we liberalize the rates
to the profit maximizing interest rates. In section section 5 we conclude.

2 The Model

This section introduces the model. There is a single capital/final good, a bank
supplying loan as a financial intermediary, and a continuum of risk-neutral
firms. The technology of firms is constant return to scale with capital. Firms
are heterogeneous in productivity, but have a same initial wealth w. There
is asymmetric information on the productivity of a firm (r); it is perfectly
known by the firm, but, the bank is completely uninformed. There is no
signaling instrument.

The model is static; there are three steps in timing structure. In the first
step, firms draw a deterministic capital productivity (r) from the population
cumulative distribution function F : [rmin, rmax] → [0, 1], which shows the
relative mass of firms with productivity more than r. Then firms decides
on whether or not to demand for a loan, and, if a firm decides to demand,
declares its wealth as a collateral to the bank; the value of a firm’s wealth is
verifiable by the banks at no cost.

In the second step, the bank distributes loans among the firms who de-
mand a loan. The bank supplies an exogenous amount of total loan (L) with
a prespecified interest rate (R), required by the government. We assume the
bank delivers the loans across demanding firms based on a same (endogenous)
loan-to-collateral ratio. A borrower then receives an endogenous amount of
loan, called by l, determined by the equilibrium population of borrowers.

In the final step, the firms produce (1 + r)k units of final good, where
k = w + l for a borrowing firm, and k = w for a firm without a loan.
Borrowing firms then decide whether to repay or default on the loan. There
is no social cost of default. If a firm defaults, the bank possesses a fraction
θ of the firm’s final wealth and the firm owners can privately consume the
remained 1− θ fraction. The institutional parameter θ represents the degree
of contract enforcement in the economy. In a less-developed economy with
poor contract enforcement, a defaulting firm can run away with almost all
of his wealth after a default, so θ is close to zero. θ has a common value for
all the firms and is publicly known. On the other hand, non-defaulting firms
simply repay (1 + R)l to the bank. At the end, all the firms consume their
final wealth.

We solve for the strategy of firms by backward induction. The borrowing
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firm i with net capital return rate ri repays the loan l if and only if:

(w + l)(1 + ri)− l(1 +R) ≥ (w + l)(1 + ri)(1− θ) (1)

Here (w + l)(1 + ri) is the final wealth of the firm, l(1 + R) is the cost of
repaying the loan, and 1− θ is the part of the firm’s wealth that is divertible
after a default. One can easily rewrite the no default condition as ri ≥ rndc,
where rndc is defined as bellow

No Default Condition: ri ≥ rndc := l̂(1 +R)/θ − 1 (2)

where l̂ := l/(l + w) is the endogenous ratio of loan to operational scale of
the borrowing firms.

High-productive firms prefer to repay the loan based on a prespecified
interest rate R, instead of giving up a proportion of their relatively high
return to the bank via defaulting on the loan. The cut-off productivity of
doing default, rndc, is decreasing with θ, the proportional cost of default for
a borrower. Also, rndc is increasing with R and l̂. An increase in interest rate
R reduces the incentive of borrowers to repay the loan, so only firms with
higher productivity would not default. Also, if l̂ is high, the relative value of
the borrower’s wealth as the “collateral” is low and the borrowers prefer to
not repay a (relatively) high cost (1 +R)l.

The strategy of firm i in demanding a loan depends on the relation be-
tween ri and rndc. The demand condition is ri ≥ R if ri ≥ rndc, since repaying
the loan is preferred in this case. If ri ≤ rndc, the firm demands if6

(w + l)(1 + ri)(1− θ) ≥ w(1 + ri)

We can derive the demand condition as

Demand Condition:

{
θ ≤ l̂ ri ≤ rndc

ri ≥ R ri ≥ rndc
(3)

Figure 1 shows the optimal decision of a firm with productivity ri, ex-
posed to the loan-to-wealth ratio l̂. If l̂ is larger than θ, the firm demands
for the loan, no matter whether it is high- or low-productive. The capital
productivity of the firm determines the decision to default. On the other
hand, if l̂ ≤ θ, a firm demands for a loan only if its productivity is more
than R, and no firm defaults. An increase in the enforceability of financial
contracts, θ, shifts up the horizontal dash-line; also the sloped dashed line

6One should note that if a firm demands a loan, it reveals all of its initial wealth w as
the collateral to the bank to get higher amount of loan.
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Figure 1: The best response of firm i with productivity ri, given the loan wealth
ratio of l̂ = l/(l + w). R is the real interest rate of loans and θ is the proportion
of a firm’s wealth that is accessible by the bank if the firm defaults.

rotates in counterclockwise direction. Therefore the default region shrinks.
On the other hand, if R increase, the vertical dash-line moves to the right
and the sloped dashed line rotates clockwise. Thus low-productive firms will
no longer demand if the amount of (scaled) loan is low. However, the default
region also expands, so the decision of a firm may be changed from demand
and repay to demand and default if the loan to wealth ratio is high.

Bank’s Profit

The bank’s expected return rate is derived from

1 +R = (1− PD)(1 +R) + PDθ(1 + r−ndc)/l̂ (4)

Here PD is the probability that a borrowing firm defaults and r−ndc is the
average productivity of defaulting firms, i.e. firms with productivity less
than rndc. R is increasing in θ and decreasing in l̂ for any distribution of
firms’ productivity; an increase in θ, decreases the probability of default, PD,
and also increases the bank’s share of a borrowing firm’s wealth if the firm
defaults. Also, increasing l̂, raises the probability of default and decreases a
firm’s wealth value in unit of delivered loan, thus lowering the bank’s expected
return rate.
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The effect of R on R is not clear; on the one hand, the profit of the bank
from supplying loan to non-defaulting firms increases; on the other hand,
the probability of default might be higher, if the loan ratio is more than the
critical ratio θ (see fig. 1), so the expected return of loans may decrease.

3 Equilibrium

In this section, we define and solve for the partial equilibrium in the financial
market and analyze the equilibrium behavior of the firms.

Definition 1 (Equilibrium). Given the government’s intervention policy de-
termining the interest rate of loans, R, and an exogenous total amount of
supplied loans, L, the equilibrium is defined by:

• A value of l̂ determining the scaled amount of loan a borrower receives,

• A decision rule determining type of each firm: {No Loan, Loan & Re-
pay, Loan & Default},

such that:

1. Firms’ decisions is the best response to the scaled loan value l̂ and
interest rate R (shown in fig. 1),

2. Resource constraint holds:

L =MDl (5)

where MD shows the population of firms who demand/receive a loan.

In the following propositions we characterize the equilibria of the econ-
omy. We define “high-productive” firms as the firms with productivity higher
than R, and “low-productive” firms as the firms with productivity less than
R. W refers to the total wealth of all firms and W+

R := F (R)W is defined as

the wealth of high-productive firms. Finally, θ̂ is defined as θ̂ := θ/(1 − θ),
which is increasing with θ, the enforceability of loan contracts.

Proposition 1. If L ≤ θ̂W+
R , there is a unique equilibrium in which only

high-productive firms receive a loan and repay the loan.

Proof. Since high-productive firms demand a loan in all values of L, W and
R (see fig. 1), we have MD ≥ F (R); hence, from the assumption in the

proposition, L ≤ θ̂MDW . Therefore, using the resource constraint (L =
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MDl) and the definition of θ̂ := θ/(1 − θ), we find that l̂ ≤ θ. In this case,
according to the firms’ optimal choice in fig. 1, low-productive firms have
no incentive to demand for a loan (see area 1). Hence, MD = F (R) and so

l = L/F (R). Also, since l̂ ≤ θ, high-productive firms do not default (see area
3 in fig. 1). Here, the default ratio is PD = 0 and the net expected return
rate for the bank is R = R.

Proposition 2. If θ̂W ≤ L, there is a unique equilibrium in which all the
firms receive a loan; a positive measure of borrowers (including the low-
productive firms) default.

Proof. SinceMD ≤ 1, from the assumed condition in the proposition we find
θ̂MDW ≤ L. Therefore, using the resource constraint and the definition of
θ̂ we find l̂ ≥ θ. In this case, according to the firms’ best responses shown
in fig. 1, all firms demand for loan (areas 2 and 3). Therefore, MD = 1

and l = L, and so l̂ = L/(L + W ). In this kind of equilibrium, the ratio
PD = 1− F (rndc) of loans is given to the defaulting firms. Since R ≤ rndc =
L

L+W
1+R
θ
− 1, all low-productive firms and a subset of high-productive firms

with productivity r ∈ [R, rndc) default on loans.

Proposition 3. If θ̂W+
R < L < θ̂W there are multiple equilibria, in which

all the high-productive firms and a subset of low-productive firms demand for
a loan; low-productive firms receive a share PD = 1 − θ̂F (R)W/L of total
loans and default. High-productive firms repay the loan.

Proof. We first prove that l̂ = θ. Firstly, if l̂ > θ all the firms would demand
for a loan, so from the resource constraint l = L and so l̂ > θ implies L/W > θ̂

which contradicts the assumption in the proposition. Secondly, if l̂ < θ just
high-productive firms demand for a loan, so from the resource constraint
l = L/F (R) and hence l̂ < θ implies L/WF (R) < θ̂ which again contradicts

the assumption of the proposition. Hence, l̂ = θ, and so MD = L/(θ̂W ).

Using l̂ = θ and the assumptions of the proposition we find that F (R) <
MD < 1. Here, all the high-productive firms, plus a subset of low-productive
firms demand in an equilibrium. All low-productive firms are indifferent
between “demand” and “no demand” actions (they are on the horizontal
dash-line in fig. 1), and there is no incentive for any firm to deviate to another
type. In this regime, there are multiple equilibria; in any equilibrium a
measure MD − F (R) of low-productive firms are selected to receive a loan.

In all equilibria here, l̂ = θ, so rndc = R; hence, all low-productive firms
will default and all high-productive firms repay the loan. Since every agents
receive a same amount of loan, the fraction of total loans received by high-
productive agents is F (R)/MD, so given MD = L/(θ̂W ) we conclude that

the default probability is PD = 1− θ̂F (R)W/L.
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Figure 2: The equilibrium type of a firm with capital productivity ri as a function
of macro-variables; R is the real interest rate of loans, L is the total amount of
loans, W is the total wealth of firms and θ̂ shows the enforceability of contracts.

Figure 2 summarizes the optimal decision of firms in equilibrium(s) as a
function of macro-variables, L, W and R. There are three types of equilibria,
based on the ratio of total loan (L) to the total wealth of firms (W ), and
the interest rate of loans (R). First, the “efficient” equilibrium, in which

L/(θ̂W ) ≤ F (R) and just the high-productive firms receive a loan; no firm
defaults in this type of equilibrium. Second, the “inefficient” equilibrium
occurs if 1 ≤ L/(θ̂W ), in which all the low- and high-productive firms re-
ceive a loan; all the low-productive firms, and the high-productive firms with
productivity below rndc = L

L+W
1+R
θ
− 1 default. Lastly, we have the “in-

termediate” equilibria, where F (R) < L/(θ̂W ) < 1; in this type, all of the
high-productive firms plus a subset of low-productive firms demand for a
loan. High-productive firms repay the loan but low-productive firms default.

Figure 3 shows the ratio of firms that default in equilibrium, as a function
of R and L/W . The CDF of the productivity of the firms is specified by
Pareto with minimum 1% and average 3%. The strategic behavior of agents
in different equilibria is reflected in this figure. Increasing L/W changes
the type of equilibrium from efficient to intermediate, and finally to the
inefficient equilibrium; so DR increases. Also, increasing R, either changes
the equilibrium from efficient to intermediate, if initially the equilibrium is
efficient, so increases DR, or increases DR via shifting the default threshold
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Figure 3: The ratio of firms that default, DR, as a function of interest rate
(R) and total loan to total wealth ratio (L/W ) in different values of the contract
enforcement power (θ). The productivity distribution of firms is Pareto with
minimum 1% and average 3%.

rndc if the equilibrium is inefficient.

4 Results

This section studies the equilibrium results of the model in terms of aggregate
outcomes and capital misallocation. First, we analyze the screening role of
interest rates in filtering low-productive firms in the financial market, given
the asymmetric information problem and possibility of default. Second, we
find the optimal regulation policy in this market, defined as setting a value
for the loan interest rate, called “optimum interest rate”, that maximizes the
equilibrium average capital productivity of the hired loans. We then examine
the misallocation effects of government intervention in setting suboptimal
price for loans. Finally, we find the interest rate that maximizes the net
expected profit of the bank, called “market interest rate”, and compare the
market with the optimal outcome.

The analysis presented here are straightforward results of propositions
1, 2 and 3. As we explained in proposition 3, in the intermediate regime
there are multiple equilibria. We calculate macro variables, such as average
productivity of capital, by averaging on the values of macro-variables over
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all possible outcomes of the intermediate equilibria.

4.1 The Screening Role of Loan Return Rate

In this section, we analyze the equilibrium average productivity of capital
hired by the firms, called by ra, as a function of exogenous variables, θ, R,
L/W , and the distribution of the productivity of the firms, F (r). We analyze
the screening role of interest rate in filtering the low-productive firms in the
financial market.

In an economy with weak contract enforcement (small θ) changing the
interest rate of loans, R, does not affect the average productivity of the cap-
ital employed by heterogeneous firms with different potential productivities.
Corollary 1 formally states this claim.

Corollary 1. There is a threshold called θ0, such that in all economies with
θ ≤ θ0, all the firms receive a loan, for any loan interest rate R, and average
productivity of capital in equilibrium is independent of R: ra = r̄ the average
productivity of all the firms in the economy. θ0 is:

θ0 = L/(L+W ) (6)

Proof. If θ ≤ θ0, we know θ̂ ≤ L/W ; so the equilibrium is inefficient (see
proposition 2) in which all the firms including low- and high-productive ones
take a loan (areas 2 and 3 in fig. 2). Hence, ra = r̄, i.e. the average produc-
tivity of all firms. Because changing R, does not affect the condition θ ≤ θ0,
this result holds for any R.

In the inefficient equilibrium, given the possibility of strategic default,
all the firms demand and take a loan, so the average productivity of loans
employed in different plants is simply the mean productivity of all the firms
in the economy. In this case the price of loan cannot be used as a screening
instrument to improve the allocation of capital.

The interesting equilibria in which the screening mechanism is active are
efficient and intermediate equilibria, emerging in case θ > θ0. Corollary 2
describes the effect of a change in interest rate, R, on the average productivity
of loans in this case. We assume F (.) is continuous and strictly decreasing
function, and θ is strictly less than one, so θ̂ <∞.

Corollary 2. Suppose θ > θ0; for any given L/W and θ, there is a unique
interest rate called R∗, such that for all R ≤ R∗, ra is strictly increasing with
R, and for all R ≥ R∗, ra is strictly decreasing with R. ra takes its maximum
at R = R∗, which is solved from

F (R∗) = L/(θ̂W ). (7)
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Proof. Because θ > θ0, L/(θ̂W ) < 1, therefore the equilibrium is not inef-
ficient (see fig. 2). For large enough R, F (R) is close to zero, so we have

F (R) < L/(Wθ̂) , whereas for small enough R, F (R) is close to one, so

we have F (R) > L/(Wθ̂). Since the relative mass of high-productive firms,
F (R), is strictly decreasing and continuous function there exists a unique

interest rate, called R∗, such that F (R∗) = L/(θ̂W ). For all R > R∗,

F (R∗) < L/(θ̂W ); thus the equilibrium is in intermediate regime; also, for

all R ≤ R∗, F (R∗) ≥ L/(θ̂W ), so equilibrium type is efficient.
In the efficient equilibrium, only high-productive firms receive a loan

(see proposition 1); so the average productivity of capital in this case is:
ra(R) = r+

R , where r+
R is the average productivity of high-productive firms

(firms with productivity higher than R). Because F (.) is continuous and
strictly decreasing, r+

R is strictly increasing with R.
In the intermediate equilibria, a mixture of low- and high-productive firms

take a loan (see proposition 3). By substituting the ratio of loans received
by low-productive firms from proposition 3, and taking weighted average
over the average productivity of loan received by each group of high- and
low-productive firms, we obtain the following equation for the aggregate pro-
ductivity of capital in the intermediate regime:

ra(R) = r+
R − [1− θ̂F (R)W/L](r+

R − r
−
R), (8)

where r−R and r+
R stands for the average productivity of low- and high-

productive firms. Since F (.) is continuous and strictly decreasing, one can
show that ra(.) in eq. (8) is strictly decreasing with R.

Therefore, for values of R less (greater) than R∗ the average productivity
is increasing (decreasing) with R, and so the average productivity of the loans
employed by the firms is maximum at R = R∗ defined in eq. (7).

In the efficient equilibrium only high-productive firms demand for a loan;
so the screening mechanism is active and low-productive firms are filtered
by an increase in the loan return rate. In an intermediate equilibrium, how-
ever, increasing R replaces marginal firms, which have productivity slightly
above R, with a subset of low-productive firms having a productivity possibly
strictly below R. Thus, the aggregate productivity decreases by an increase
in R. In summary, there is an optimal interest rate, R∗, in which the screen-
ing mechanism does its best in filtering low-productive firms and improving
on the allocation of capital.

Figure 4 shows the aggregate productivity, ra, as a function of loan in-
terest rate, R. The productivity distribution of the firms is Pareto with
minimum 1% and average 3%. According to the value of total loan over
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Figure 4: Aggregate productivity of capital, ra, as a function of interest rate, R,
for different values of contract enforcement, θ. The productivity distribution of
firms is Pareto with minimum 1% and average 3%. The ratio of total loan to total
wealth in the economy, L/W , is equal to 1. Analytically, ra(.) depends on W

L .
θ

1−θ .

wealth, L/W = 1, θ0, i.e. the threshold of θ in which equilibrium switches
to inefficient regime is 0.5. Therefore, in case θ = 0.45, all the firms will
receive a loan, independent of the R, and the aggregate productivity is 3%:
the average productivity of all existing firms. However, for higher values of
θ, the economy may be in efficient, or intermediate equilibria. If R is below
the critical value of eq. (7) loans are received by high-productive firms, so
given the Pareto specification the aggregate productivity of capital increases
linearly with R. If R rises, the population and so total wealth of demanding
firms shrinks and since the ratio of loan to wealth increases, low-productive
firms will be motivated to demand for a loan; thus the average productivity
of capital falls. One should note that the ratio L/(θ̂W ) is the main determi-
nant of the aggregate productivity of capital; so the effect of increasing total
loans, L, is similar to the effect of decreasing θ. In other words, a powerful
contract enforcement allows the financial market to deliver a larger amount
of total loan to the firms, preserving the capital allocation efficiency.

4.2 Optimal Interest Rate & Allocation of Capital

In section 4.1 we showed there is a loan return rate, called optimal interest
rate that maximizes the aggregate productivity of capital. Here we discuss
the characteristics of optimum interest rate and the maximum achievable
productivity that is implied by the optimal rate.

One can see from fig. 4 that the average productivity curve takes higher
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Figure 5: Optimal interest rate, R∗, and the maximum achievable aggregate
productivity, r∗a, as a function of financial contract enforceability, θ, and total
loan to wealth ratio, L/W . The productivity distribution of firms is Pareto with
minimum 1% and average 3%. Analytically, r∗a and R∗ are functions of W
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values in an economy with higher θ. From eq. (8) it is seen that the optimal
interest rate, R∗, is increasing with θ and decreasing with L/W ; the interme-
diate equilibria replaces efficient equilibrium in a higher loan interest rates,
given a lower L/W and/or a higher θ. Intuitively, a high aggregate collat-
eral value owned by potential borrowers in the financial market and a high
punishment on defaulting firms reduces incentive for low-productive firms to
enter the financial market, so there is a wide range of loan interest rates, in
which increasing loan return rate in the financial market would screen the
low-productive firms.

Figure 5 plots the socially optimal interest rate, R∗, and the associated
maximum achievable productivity, r∗a = r+

R∗ , as a function of total loan to
wealth ratio, L/W , and default cost ratio for the borrowers, θ, for a Pareto
productivity distribution with minimum 1% and mean 3%. The allocation
of capital resources distributed by the bank is highly efficient, if the total
amount of loans the bank lends in the financial market is low relative to the
total collateral value of the firms (small L/W ). Enforcing financial contracts
and inducing firms to repay the loans is easier, given a higher aggregate
wealth of firms potentially used as a collateral for borrowing, so there is
room to screen low-productive firms and improve on the allocation of capital.
Equivalently, given L/W , there is a threshold θ0 = L/(L + W ), such that if
θ ≤ θ0 the inefficient equilibrium takes place, and as discussed in corollary 1
the aggregate capital productivity is equal to the minimum possible value,
independent of R. However, if θ > θ0, the efficient and intermediate equilibria
replace the inefficient equilibrium, and the loan interest rate, R, may be used
to improve the allocation of capital. Now the maximum achievable capital
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productivity is increasing with θ, and in the Pareto specification is highly
sensitive to θ.

Assuming a Pareto productivity distribution with average r̄ and tail in-
dex σ, one can solve eq. (7) for the socially optimal interest rate, R∗, and
obtain the maximum possible aggregate productivity in the economy, r∗a, as
a function of L/W and θ, in an economy with θ ≥ θ0 = L/(L + W ), or
equivalently: L/W ≤ θ

1−θ

r∗a = [ θ
1−θ .

W
L

]1/σr̄ (9)

Given θ = 0.5, increasing the (scaled) aggregate collateral level in economy
(W/L) from 1 to 3, or equivalently, given L/W = 1, increasing enforceability
of contracts (θ) from 0.5 to 0.75, improves the maximum aggregate capital
productivity from the minimum value of 3% to 6.25%, in an industry with
Pareto productivity distribution with minimum 1% and average 3%. One
should note that the total amount of loans delivered to the firms, L, may
remain the same; but given a high θ, or a higher W , loans are employed by
high-productive plants, so the difference between average productivities is
purely because of an improve in the allocation of capital.

In an economy with a high cost of strategic default for borrowers, gov-
ernment intervention in the financial market, via providing cheap loans to
special sectors may result in capital misallocation. From eq. (7), it is seen
that F (R∗) < 1, if L/W is low and/or θ is high (θ > θ0); therefore, R∗ should
be more than the minimum productivity of a firm in industry; setting inter-
est rates in a way that all firms can demand a loan is not efficient. However,
as shown, the extent of improvement in allocation of capital after relaxing
the price may depend on L/W and θ. It is seen from fig. 4 that in the sit-
uations with high L/W and low θ, the average productivity is not highly
affected by changing R, so reducing interest rate may not have considerable
consequences in terms of allocation efficiency.

4.3 Monopoly Market Equilibrium

In the previous section we showed that if the aggregate wealth capable of
being used as the collateral for borrowing is high enough and also the con-
tract enforceability is above a critical threshold, government interventions in
financial market via controlling loan price is not efficient. What about the
allocation of capital without a government intervention in financial market?
This section examines the outcome of a de-regulated financial market, in
which the bank as a monopoly lender sets the interest rate of loans (R). The
monopoly market outcome is compared with the optimal allocation analyzed
in the previous section.
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The definition of a monopoly market equilibrium is similar to the bench-
mark equilibrium with controlled loan price (definition 1), except here the
loan interest rate is endogenously determined by the profit-maximizing bank.
In this section we assume θ ≥ θ0 = L/(L+W ); otherwise, as discussed before,
all the interest rates result in a same average productivity and liberalizing
the market doesn’t affect aggregate productivity. Hence, in the analysis here
the benchmark equilibrium (with pre-specified loan price) is either in efficient
or intermediate regime.

Definition 2 (Monopoly Market Equilibrium). Given an exogenous total
amount of supplied loans, L, the monopoly market equilibrium is defined by:

• A loan interest rate Rm,

• A value of l̂ determining the scaled amount of loan a borrower receives,

• A decision rule determining type of each firm: {No Loan, Loan & Re-
pay, Loan & Default},

such that:

1. Firms’ decisions is the best response to the scaled loan value l̂ and
interest rate Rm (shown in fig. 1),

2. The loan interest rate Rm maximizes the bank’s expected return specified
in eq. (4),

3. Resource constraint holds (eq. (5)).

The monopoly loan price, Rm, is the interest rate that maximizes the
expected profit of the bank obtained from eq. (4) in delivering total exogenous
loan L to the endogenous group of firms who demand and receive a loan. It
is clear to see Rm is greater than or equal to R∗. For the values of Rm below
R∗, the equilibrium type is efficient, so the bank’s expected interest rate is
the same as loan return rate R; the bank will then increase the interest rate
at least up to the social optimal level.

Proposition 4. The monopoly market loan return rate, Rm, is greater than
or equal to the socially optimal interest rate, R∗.

Increasing the interest rate above R∗, however, may have benefit and
cost for the bank. If the indirect cost, which stems from increased ratio of
default, is more than direct benefit, which comes from the increased return
from lending to high-productive firms repaying the loan, the de-regulated
implied interest rate is the same as socially optimum interest rate. The
following proposition provides a necessary condition to have an “efficient”
allocation in the monopoly market outcome.
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Figure 6: The socially optimal and the monopoly market interest rates as a
function of L/W and θ. The productivity distribution of firms is assumed to be
Pareto with minimum 1% and average of 3%.

Proposition 5. Suppose θ > L/(L + W ); if the monopoly market outcome
is socially optimal, then:

θ̂ ≥ θ̂c := L/(WF (r̄)) (10)

Proof. In the monopoly lending market, the bank has the choice to set the
interest rate as high as possible. In high enough interest rates, rndc is arbi-
trary large (see eq. (2)); so all demanding firms default on the loans. Also,
because the equilibrium is in the intermediate regime (θ ≥ θ0), the value of

scaled loan is θ̂. In this case, from eq. (4), the bank’s expected return is r̄,
the average productivity of all firms in the economy.

Hence, if the socially optimal interest rate, R∗, maximizes the expected
return of the bank, the bank’s expected return of setting a high R (equal
to r̄) should be less than or equal to the bank’s expected return by setting
R = R∗ (equal to R∗). From eq. (7), the necessary condition R∗ ≥ r̄ can be
rewritten as eq. (10).

Figure 6 shows the socially optimal and the monopoly market interest
rates as a function of L/W and θ. In a high value of L/W and/or low
value of θ, the optimal interest rate is low and a large fraction of firms have
a productivity more than the optimum interest rate. Therefore, there is
incentive for the bank to charge the borrowing firms with an interest rate
above the optimal level. First, the bank will take the advantage of higher
returns from non-defaulting firms; second, even if an increased loan return
rate results in defaulting a group of firms, the fraction of the wealth of firms
acquired by the bank after a default is more than the payoff of bank by
setting a low (socially optimal) interest rate.
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One may think that, given the aggregate capital resources financial mar-
ket lends, the government in less-developed economies should control the loan
price, because the contract enforcement is not perfect. “Mild Repression” in
the financial markets may increase the productivity of capital, because the
market fails in motivating banks to provide cheap loans and there is a large
gap between optimal and liberalized market price of lending.

However, the real effect of terminating price control in the lending market
is not necessarily significant, and there is not a wide gap between aggregate
productivity of capital in a free monopoly market versus optimal outcome.
Corollary 3 compares the aggregate productivity outcome in the monopoly
market equilibrium, rma , with the maximum achievable aggregate productiv-
ity, r∗a, in a less-developed economy having a weak contract enforcement.

Corollary 3. Suppose θ0 ≤ θ < θc; if θ is close to θ0, rma converges to r∗a.

Proof. Given a small value of θ close to θ0, F (R∗) → 1 (see eq. (7)), so R∗

moves toward minimum productivity of firms and r∗a converges to r̄. Since
r̄ ≤ rma , and by definition rma ≤ r∗a, if θ → θ0, rma converges to r∗a.

In a less-developed economy with weak contract enforcement and low
aggregate collateral owned by potential borrowers in the financial market
( θ

1−θ << L
WF (r̄)

), the banks has incentive to charge an interest rate more
than the socially optimal value; however, because the decision to default by
low-productive firms weakens the screening effect of charging higher interest
rates, the highest achievable capital productivity is not significantly above the
worst case scenario, the average capital productivity of all firms. Therefore,
terminating government interventions in setting prices may not significantly
harm the aggregate productivity of the hired loans by the firms. Although,
it results in an increase in the equilibrium loan return rate and the default
ratio goes up.

Figure 7 compares the aggregate productivity of capital in the monopoly
market versus socially optimal outcome. As explained, in low values of W/L
and/or θ the free market implied aggregate productivity converges to the
value in the socially optimal outcome, equal to the average productivity of
all firms. On the other hands, in an economy with high W/L and/or θ, the
optimum interest rate of lending is high, so there is no incentive for the bank
to increase the price of a loan which replaces firms who repay a high interest
rate with defaulting firms having possibly a low-productive technology and a
low final wealth. Thus, given a level of aggregate wealth used potentially as a
collateral for borrowing, there is a middle range of θ, in which the aggregate
productivity of capital in the monopoly market outcome is considerably less
that the maximum achievable outcome.
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Figure 7: The monopoly market vs. socially optimum average productivity of
capital as a function of L/W and θ. The productivity of firms is distributed by
Pareto with minimum 1% and average 3%.

According to the results in fig. 7, given L/W = 0.8, the gap between
the optimum and monopoly market aggregate productivity is maximal at
θ ≈ 0.75, where r∗a = 7.2% and rma = 4.6. However, averaging on different
values of θ, the gap is not too high. If L/W = 0.8, the average difference
in the range 0.45 ≤ θ ≤ 0.9, where the difference between optimal and de-
regulated market implied productivity is nonzero, is about 1.4%; in this range
the productivity of the monopoly market outcome is 5.4% on average. It is
noticeable that forcing the bank to provide cheap loans result in an aggregate
productivity of 3%. Therefore, a monopoly lending market may be regarded
as a second best policy, considering the government failure in identifying and
requiring the optimal loan interest rate.

5 Conclusion

Three features are pronounced in less-developed economies’ financial mar-
kets: Government’s regulation on the cheap loans to the government or gov-
ernment’s firms, poor contracct enforcement due to the weak judicial system
and severe asymmetric information between the lender and the borrower due
to the lack of financial markets’ infrastructures.

In this paper, we introduce a theoretical framework to analyze the capital
misallocation effects of financial market repression with asymmetric informa-
tion and poor contract enforcement. The government intervention in setting
interest rates and forcing banks to supply a certain level of lending are ex-
amined in the presence of asymmetric information between banks and the
borrowing firms and the possibility of strategic default due to the poor con-
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tract enforcement.
We model an equilibrium strategic default behavior due to the asymmetric

information between the banks and the firms and the low cost of defaulting.
Banks do not observe the borrowing firms’ productivities and treat them the
same. Knowing this lack of information, lower productive firms decide to
borrow and voluntarily default on their loans since the legal enforcements on
the contracts are not strong and they can hide some portion of the produced
wealth.

We show that strong institutions to enforce contracts play a critical role
in determining the effects of government intervention policies, and efficiency
of the financial system in the allocation of capital. Specifically, we find that
higher levels of loan to value in a poor economic institution ends up with
higher equilibrium voluntary default ratios.

Also, we find that the standard screening mechanism of interest rates
which can prevent the low-productive firms from borrowing is not active in
a poor economic institution since firms have the option to default and gain
due to the asymmetric information and poor enforcement. Thus increasing
interest rates not only prevent low-productive firms to be active in the market
but also increases the non-performing loans and the default ratio since more
firms now have incentive to borrow and default.

To conclude, financial market liberalizations have prerequisites: sophis-
ticated judicial and legal systems to impose high costs on the defaulting
agents. Without such a system, removing interventions not only leaves capi-
tal misallocation unchanged, but also may increase the default ratio and the
non-performing loans of the financial system. However the necessary condi-
tion is also the sufficient condition: liberalizing the rates, allowing banks to
move to the profit maximizing rates can implement the second best capital
allocation, despite the existing frictions.

The presented model has some assumptions that could be relaxed in the
future researches. First, the reputations of borrowers for lenders is not ana-
lyzed. The gain from future profits may be an incentive for borrowers not to
default. So maintaining such a relationship may be a substitute for the poor
legal contract enforcement. This may result in a more efficient capital allo-
cation compared to the outcome of our model. A dynamic model is required
to address this dynamic relationship between firms and banks7.

Additionally, one can expand the decision set of the banks, allowing them
to play mix and allocate different loan to values to the firms. Moreover one
can also consider the social cost of defaults as well in calculating the optimal
rates. Finally, it is interesting to relax the assumption that the proportional

7see Stiglitz and Weiss (1983).
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cost of default for firms is exogenous. This parameter can be affected by the
decision of a bank to monitor the activity of firms. Introducing this mecha-
nism, may result in macro rationing, i.e., providing loan to a few borrowers8,
to reduce the cost of preventing default and to perform higher control on
demanding firms, thus increasing the efficiency of capital allocation.
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